Cara y Cruz Series (I)
Each title in this series offers two books in one—Cara introduces readers to the unabridged classic work, and
Cruz supports comprehension through literary articles about the work and the author, an author biography, and a
comprehensive timeline of the author’s life and work in a cultural and historical context.

Various Authors

El nuevo cuento
latinoamericano

GL:

9–12

(The New Latin American Short Story)
ISBN: 9789584517616
253pp PB $19.99 GRL: N/A
BISAC: FICTION /
General / Short Stories (multiple authors) /
Hispanic & Latino / Cultural Heritage

Piedad Bonnett (Compiler)

Antología de poesía
latinoamericana
contemporánea

GL:

9–12

(Anthology of Contemporary
Latin American Poetry)
ISBN: 9789584529893
331pp PB $19.99 GRL: N/A
BISAC: POETRY /

This collection of contemporary short stories showcases the most relevant writers in
Latin America today. It takes a step forward from the Latin American Boom authors
and presents a series of new and young narrators. Fluently written, these stories are
a gateway to the current literary reality in Latin America and they expose universes
that young readers can identify with. These authors are part of the new Latin
American Literary Boom.

Caribbean & Latin American /Subjects & Themes- General

Esteban Echeverría

Various Authors

El matadero

GL:

9–12

(The Slaughterhouse)
ISBN: 9789580469063
77pp PB $19.99 GRL: N/A
BISAC: FICTION /
Hispanic & Latino / Historical - General /
Literary / Political
A landmark novel, this work was written to denounce Juan Manuel de Rosas’
bloody regime in Argentina (1829-1852). Echevarría was one of the most important
Romantic authors in Latin America, and his prose captures the reality of his time
with intelligence, wit, and sarcasm. An important read to understand later literary
movements like Realism and Naturalism, and the literary evolution of Hispanic
America in general.

Federico García Lorca

Bodas
de sangre

GL:

9–12

(BloodWedding)
ISBN: 9789580469919
186pp PB $19.99 GRL: N/A
BISAC: DRAMA /
European / Spanish & Portuguese
Deeply rooted in Spain’s classic repertory theater, this play is a vivid portrait of
Andalusian society in the time of Lorca. In this work, the author steps away from
the festive and picaresque spirit and fuses the brilliance of lyrical poetry with a very
personal drama. This tragedy presents the tensions within a family, revealing with
energetic prose the secret desires and forbidden ideas that haunted people in the 1930s.

This selection of engaging poems will educate the reader on the most relevant poetry
produced today in Latin America. The two ultimate goals are to introduce readers to
a large number of Latin American poets, and to make readers fall in love so they can
further research the poets that intrigue them the most.

Cuento
hispanoamericano
siglo XIX

GL:

9–12

(Spanish-American
Short Stories: 19th Century)
ISBN: 9789580471356
350pp PB $19.99 GRL: N/A
BISAC: FICTION / General / Short Stories (multiple authors)
/ Literary / Hispanic & Latino / Cultural Heritages

This anthology includes some of the best short stories written during the nineteenth
century in Spanish America. Some of these stories are tied to the land and its folklore,
others are realistic and rich in detail, and others are rooted in the Modernist movement.

Ignacio Manuel Altamirano

Clemencia

GL:

9–12

(Clemencia)
ISBN: 9789580471059
227pp PB $19.99 GRL: N/A
BISAC: FICTION /
Classics / Historical - General / Literary /
Political / Hispanic & Latino / Cultural Heritage
Set in Mexico during the French invasion of the 1860s, this
historical novel captures in detail the social norms of the times and
the characters’ psychological traits. This classic novel depicts the
struggle of a country to gain its true independence.
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